3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/
Results on the first three time points
Analysis was performed for the data of the first three time points as well with the similar analysis method used for the data of all four time points. The dynamic changes of aGMV, aGMV c, aGMV i , and LI gmv through three time points as well as their longitudinal relationships with FMI were examined by the linear mixed-effects model. Similar results were found for aGMV c and LI gmv , that is, their values increased significantly through the first three time points (aGMV c : t = 2.3678, p = 0.0308; LI gmv : t = 2.3990, p = 0.0290). For aGMV or aGMV i , no significant dynamic changes were found through the first three time points, which was also similar with the results obtained from the data of all four time points. With respect to the longitudinal relationship of aGMV, aGMV c, aGMV i , and LI gmv with FMI, no significant relationship was identified though the relationship between aGMV and FMI was close to significance (p = 0.0936). Fig. S1 . The group-level activation map of healthy controls moving their right hands (A); The group-level activation map of stroke patients moving unaffected hands at P1 (B), P2 (C), P3 (D), and P4 (E). The threshold for activation was p<0.001, cluster size > 13 voxels.
Dynamic change of FMI over time
The dynamic change of FMI over time was calculated using linear-mixed model, which is as follow: = + + 1 + , = 1, 2, 3, … , ; = 1, 2, 3, 4, where represents either the FMI of the ith subject from the jth scan (up to four scans in this study), is the fixed effect term for all patients, is the random effect term for each patient, represents the days post stroke and 1 is its scalar (the common slope), represents the residual error of the model, and K is the number of patients.
The statistical results are listed in Table S2 . The results showed that the FMI increased significantly across four time points (p < 0.0001). 
